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Description
 !!! We are working to update this to NP++ 7.6 as fast as possible. However there have
been significant changes in the way plugins are handled with 7.6 - and we really want to
bring the Plugin Admin experience to you. Please bare with us as we work through the
technical challenges while maintaining store compliance !!! 
 
This is an (unofficial) Open Source fork of the original Open Source Notepad++
(https://notepad-plus-plus.org/) to get notepad++ in the store. All functionality remains
the same however there are some features that dont work due to store policy, or are
limited (like some file associations, and the run options). This is a published centennial
application. All Credit to the original Notepad++ team, all the heavy lifting of creating an
awesome app was done by them. 
 
This is currently Notepad++ version 7.5.9 (updated in this update) 
 
Code and changes required for publishing is located here:
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What's new in this version

Please raise new issues at https://github.com/WoofyIO/notepad-plus-plus/issues/new 
 
This update brings version 7.5.9 of the upstream official notepad++ client., for both x86
and x64 versions and updated plugins. 
 
We have included MarkdownViewer++ and Compare plugins by default. 
We have added support to call notepad++.exe from cmd or powershell 
 
Notepad++ v7.5.9 bug-fixes: 
 
Fix hanging problem while switching back a fully-folded document by using shortcut (Ctrl-
TAB). 
Fix possible file corruption during backup or power loss or other abnormal N++
termination. 
Fix wrong backup file deleted issue. 
Fix backup not fully disabled issue. 
Add 2 command line flags "-notepadStyleCmdline" and "-z" for the replacement of
notepad.exe. 
See https://notepad-plus-plus.org/features/replace-notepad.html 
Add new plugin API NPPM_REMOVESHORTCUTBYCMDID to allows plugins to remove
unneeded shortcuts. 
Fix Tail monitoring incoherent status after deleting a monitored file. 
Fix issue with wrong smart highlighting when it is disabled. 
Fix last active tab is ignored on Notepad++ restart issue. 
Fix Tab non-responding by mouse click after dragging bug. 
Fix switching back position restoring issue for wrapped document. 
Add several spiritual quotes and a subtle Easter egg in the source code. 
 
 
Upstream Included plugins: 
 
1. NppExport v0.2.8 (32-bit x86 only) 
2. Converter 4.2.0 
3. Mime Tool 2.1 
4. DSpellCheck 1.4.6 (updated) 

Published by
Woofy 

Approximate size
22.52 MB

This app can
Access all your files,
peripheral devices,

Additional terms

Additional information

(unofficial)
NotePad++ privacy

https://github.com/NightRi-se/notepad-plus-plus/wiki/Privacy
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Copyright
GPLv3 

Developed by
Original by Don Ho,
modified for the store
by Woofy LLC

Release date
3/7/2018

Age rating
For all ages

Category

apps, programs and
registry 
Access your Internet
connection 

Installation
Get this app while
signed in to your
Microsoft account and
install on up to ten
Windows 10 devices. 

Language supported
English (United States)
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